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EMMANUELLE COSSE FRENCH MINISTER OF HOUSING ANNOUNCES 130 000
HOUSIG PER YEAR
DESPITE THE HOUSING CRISIS

Paris, Washington DC, 20.10.2016, 03:31 Time

USPA NEWS - "I was often sitting on the other side and here I am on the desk here in Nantes City and at the inauguration ADOMA
here two days ago. Climate change takes place at the same time. Here it is a symbol to offer but most do." Emmanuelle Cosse French
Minister of Housing said at HLM Congress in Nantes

was often sitting on the other side and here I am on the desk here in Nantes City and at the inauguration ADOMA there two days.
Climate change takes place at the same time. Here it is a symbol to offer but most do. M the President, Jean Louis Dumont, thank you
for your warm and frank and direct exchange across all families of social housing movements and for your trade and 12000 employees
and volunteers, wearing high this utopia."The Minister made her introductory speech with a warm thank to all and carefully focused he
statement while the aim remains, namely to accommodate the many million citizens in France being a utopia
'.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"You have not only built housing, but the ambition to increase the comfort of the residents and consider the ages of life and that is your
social utility." Addressed Minister Cosse to the audience
EVERYONE SHOULD BE LODGED IN FRANCE SAYS MINISTER COSSE------------------------------------------------------
But through the partnership proposal and secure funding and ensure its taking as establishment of FNAM, 500 million euros,
2 billion to build and renovate 23,000 and 130,000 housing / year,. This will be reviewed on the rise with an additional of 1billion euros
available in the coming weeks for that. (Decision of the President of the Republic Francois Hollande)------------
THERE IS A LINK BETWEEN HOUSING AND WORK & IT IS A SPECIFIC FRENCH SAYS MINISTER COSSE
The minister of the city Emmanuelle Cosse announced huge numbers on the construction of social housing in France by confessing all
the same that despite the national government effort there remains a gap to bridge to meet at the request of French undergoing crisis
especially accommodation in Paris, Ile de France. "The production is restarted with the 500 000 homes that are not yet achieved,
70,000 housing permits in the Paris (Ile de France) has been reached. Regarding social housing 140,000 were built in 2016 with 71
000 social housing units on this dynamic is a real victory for the thousands of applicants.
"----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Just as a reminder "3 out of 4 French consider their country as unequal, housing them appearing as the third most serious source of
inequality and the second most common (TNS Sofres survey - October 2015).. According to the Abbe Pierre Foundation, there are 3,
8 million ill-lodged and 12 million persons affected suffering from housing crisis in France.
As every year, the report provides the Abbe Pierre Foundation, veritable institution of reference den France identifies a black and sad
fact of inadequate housing from updated figures, has collaboration INSEE versus monitoring the housing policies of the past year. It
shows the alarming degradation of many indicators, whether the number of homeless people in fuel poverty in undue financial stress or
forced accommodation from third parties. "------------------------------------------------------------------
Emmanuelle Cosse adds, "it does not oppose using a stone and support people for the solvency of small tenants. Housing benefits are
for weaker tenants. " Some speculate on discrimination. Me as a minister I will finally restore the provisions of the first reading.
"Alluding to the current candidates in the primary of the opposition in the upcoming presidential elections. It is true that social housing
has become as it always has been, since before the French suffer before being well lodges or even to be accommodated at all. the first
concern is the labor and housing. Knowing that one goes with the other, and the absence one cancels the other. Hence the strong
political recovery this hot topic and will be part of the critical issues of the "promises" all right candidates who propose to amend the
terms or even eliminate social housing .. .or those on the left who has so far failed in satisfying the overwhelming demand of the bad
housing in France the Minister was also addressed to the audience chanting an alarming figure. 70% of citizens in France eligible for
social housing. " This indeed indicates that the incentive was listen carefully, but reveals all the same time that this indicates that the
living standards of French fell so hard that it is eligible% of being too high given the country's wealth . 30% happy and well housed
consider themselves lucky in France to live in the most visited country in the world by tourists delighted with their stay here. They at
least know that it is there such a big gap between rich and poor and uneven if the face has access to housing? THE 77 TH
CONGRESS OF THE SOCIAL HOUSING WAS HELD THIS YEAR IN NANTES JEAN LOUIS DUMONT CLOTURE THIS
CONGRESS See article : http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-9474/the-77-th-congress-of-the-social-housing-was-held-this-year-in-
nantes.html
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